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Since last year’s Annual Meeting, there have been a number of activities to ensure that the 

2006 Assembly gives adequate consideration to our biblical, theological and pastoral 

concerns. The Queensland Synod adopted our suggested resolution, as did several 

presbyteries. Other material was sent to the Assembly General Secretary before the December 

2005 deadline, though such submissions do not have the same official status.  

 

We have not been able to sustain the 2004-5 level of visits to congregations, but the Chair has 

visited a variety of groups to explain our position and to encourage them to give us their 

support. There have also been meetings with Synod officers and correspondence with the 

Assembly General Secretary, which attempted clarifications of disputed issues, but with 

limited success. 

 

This year much Executive effort has gone into exploring how best to equip members and 

sympathizers with the resources to take a suitable part in the Assembly’s’ business. In March 

and in May we held joint meetings with the EMU leadership, focusing especially on options 

for the period after Assembly.   

 

Some of our members, both congregations and individuals, may still wish to follow Strand 3 

options and leave, feeling that they have exhausted all reasonable options. For those who are 

committed to staying, several options have emerged. Some congregations, especially those in 

SA, will opt for continued membership of the 3D or Hope Networks, in which they will have 

considerable freedom to follow their own priorities. This will mean a more congregational 

style of governance. For those in other Synods, where this option is not available, they may 

choose varying degrees of disassociation from their presbytery and synod, so long as they are 

not required to accept a minister in a committed same sex relationship. Others who are in 

congregations with divided views may well decide to work within the existing patterns of 

polity.  

 

The RA has given much consideration to what kind of movement would provide most 

effective assistance and support to such congregations and what kind of finance and staffing 

might be needed. Several possibilities will be presented to the Annual Meeting in Brisbane on 

Wednesday July 12
th
. In addition a Charter has been prepared to provide a doctrinal basis for 

a confessing movement.   

Dr Champion has provided crucial strategic leadership at considerable personal cost, for as he 

has retained responsibility for a busy parish. The Rev W. Clarnette has been invaluable as 

editor of our newsletter. The Malvern Korean congregation has, under the leadership of Mr. 

G.Yoon posted out the Newsletter, for which the executive is most grateful. We were deeply 

sorry that Mrs. Mary Hawkes, with her husband, decided that they could no longer remain in 

the Uniting Church. The Reforming Alliance owes her a great debt for her leadership and she 

has been sorely missed. The move of Rev. Phil Marshall to an Adelaide parish has also meant 

a significant loss to the Executive. His wife Lynn also had to resign as our office secretary. 

We are in great debt to them both and wish them well in their new responsibilities. 

Mr. Peter Bentley was appointed as Administrator shortly before the AGM 2005 and has been 

a great help to the Executive in planning for Assembly, because of his extensive experience in 

the Uniting Church. 

 

We have been greatly blessed by your prayers and your generous financial support. We ask 

for your continued prayers. We need God’s wise guidance at this crucial time. 

 

Max Champion    Ian Breward 

Chairperson    Secretary   12 July 2006  


